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CONCEPT 
Published in Portland, Oregon, the U.S., a lifestyle magazine KINFOLK has achieved 
many fans all over the world with its main interest on beautiful landscapes of living and 
dining, and time for gathering of people who you love. Diesel Art Gallery presents the 
first photo exhibition of KINFOLK featuring two photographers, Carissa Gallo and Laura 
Dart, who have been with Kinfolk right from the very start. 

ーMessage from KINFOLKー 
KINFOLK Magazine is a quarterly print publication based in Portland, Oregon. The 
magazine is about inspiring creative individuals to discover things to cook, make and 
do. We feature many photo series, recipes, essays and lists on the subjects of food, 
community, family, friends, traditions and understanding the world around us. Nathan 
and Katie Williams are the couple who started KINFOLK, which has now grown to a small 
team of around 12 people. To create our magazine, we call on over 50 different 
contributors every issue to take photographs, write essays, style photo shoots, bake 
cakes and much more. KINFOLK could not happen every 3 months without the support 
of these contributors, and the support of our readers. The show’s title, “KINFOLK: The 
Shared Table”, represents our attitude towards collaborating with photographers, 
writers, stylists, chefs and many more people from around the world. We hope that 
reading an issue of KINFOLK feels like sitting down at our dinner table and sharing this 
experience with others internationally. The show’s two featured photographers, Carissa 
Gallo and Laura Dart, have been with KINFOLK right from the very start. They are still 
very important parts of KINFOLK and are some of our closest friends. 

KINFOLK magazine and other exhibition souvenirs will be available to purchase during 
the show at Diesel Art Gallery. 

BIOGRAPHY 

KINFOLK 

www.kinfolk.com 

Kinfolk is a growing community of artists with a shared interest in small gatherings. We 
recognize that there is something about a table shared by friends, not just a wedding or 
once-a-year holiday extravaganza, that anchors our relationships and energizes us. 



We have come together to create Kinfolk as our collaborative way of advocating the 
natural approach to entertaining that we love. 
Every element of Kinfolk the features , photography, and general aesthetics are 
consistent with the way we feel entertaining should be: simple, uncomplicated, and less 
contrived. Kinfolk is the marriage of our appreciation for art and design and our love 
for spending time with family and friends. 
Carissa Gallo 

www.carissagallo.com 

Carissa Gallo is a photographer from Portland, Oregon. Her fascination with the ocean, 
wrinkles, and normal days inspire her to use a camera daily. She and her husband, 
Andrew, own a company called Sea Chant in which they partner with like minded brands 
and companies to tell their stories- creatively and visually. Beyond these pursuits, you 
might find Carissa with Andrew and their two kids taking walks, driving to the coast, or 
reading books. 
Laura Dart 

portfolio.dartphotographie.com 

Even before she was a photographer, she was a traveler. From roadtrips across states, 
to backpacking Europe, to sailing in Greece, this was how and when Laura feels the 
most herself. To her, the most beautiful things are when the senses are engaged; sights, 
sounds, and tastes that draw you in at every new destination. It is this same sense of 
wonder that led Laura to the field of photography. Traveling with a camera heightens 
the experiences and allows her to connect with people and places in a more intimate 
way. The inspiring souls she meets on this journey, fuel her desire to create. 

Curation 
Miho Kinomura (STUDIO D.O.G.) 
Miho Kinomura is a curator and total produce of the exhibition. Based in Los Angeles, 
she has produced many high fashion advertisings around the world. As a creative 
director and film director at STUDIO D.O.G. She has also organized the collaborative 
exhibition with 2008 &「Reality & Fantasy」2013 . and she start new life style 
workshop. Workshop organized in LA and Tokyo. 
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